WHAT IS BOLIVIA UNLIMITED?

SPANISH IMMERSION,
JOURNALISM TRAINING - BOLIVIA IS UNLIMITED

Bolivia Unlimited was founded in 2010 under the name of Bolivian Express by a group of Oxbridge graduates and Bolivian journalists. Since then over 400 interns have taken part in our programmes, a BX book has been published, numerous awards won and over 85 issues of the magazine printed.
WHAT DO WE OFFER?

A range of language immersion and media training residential programmes. Bolivia Unlimited is home to Bolivian Express Spanish (BX Spanish) and the BX Media Training courses (BX Doc Unit and BX Magazine). Imagine a one to three-month residential course that enables participants to get to grips with investigative journalist and/or hone their Spanish skills to the maximum. Interns are guided through the process by the team; a mixture of professional Bolivian and Western journalists and teachers.

All Bolivia Unlimited programmes guarantee the following:

- Pre-arrival welcome pack and orientation
- Pastoral support from teams in Europe and Bolivia
- Lunch at the house Monday-Friday
- Bolivian mobile phone
- Airport taxi pick-up
- Secure and well-located living quarters
- Access to a fully-stocked kitchen
- Television complete with Netflix
Over five years of experience organising residential training programmes in print journalism and video production has given us an insight into the needs of Spanish-language students who visit Bolivia.

These programmes include **32 hours of Spanish classes** per month and the flexibility to spend your extra hours experiencing some of the rich variety of Bolivian culture and getting to know the Bolivian people. Spanish Plus also includes **12 hours of guided immersion**, exploring the city with our teachers. That’s to say that you will be able to practise the language and use it to interact with and get to know one of Latin America’s most fascinating countries.

**BX SPANISH AND BX SPANISH PLUS**

Bolivian Express is Bolivia’s foremost English Language publication, and you can be a part of it. The BX Magazine fee covers **40 hours of tuition per month (covering Spanish, journalism, and photography)**. Aside from the training, you are tasked with doing research and **writing articles** or producing **photo-essays**, with ample opportunity to practice your Spanish, or with assistance from an interpreter. You can also help design the magazine.

DocUnit is an opportunity to learn about digital video production, focusing on the short-form documentary format. As a member of the unit, you will produce a **3-to 5-minute documentary short** to accompany the month’s theme of the magazine. You will be supported with **two hours per week of documentary production and theory classes** (camera operation, image composition, audio and lighting techniques, editing, scriptwriting, interviewing techniques and more), as well as **one-on-one guidance** and hands-on, real-world experience in the production of your documentary short.

**BX MAGAZINE AND DOC UNIT**